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1: The Catch (American football) - Wikipedia
How to Catch a Football. In this Article: Practicing Good Catching Form Catching an Accurate or High Pass Receiving a
Low Pass Community Q&A Whether you want to play football on a team or in a backyard with your friends, learning how
to catch the ball is a must.

Share on Facebook Completing a pass during a football game is a multistage process. The quarterback needs
time to throw; the receiver has to get open; and the quarterback must throw the ball on target. Catching the
pointed, roughly oblong-shaped ball requires a special technique you can learn during practice. Fundamentals
Learn the fundamentals of catching the football, then practice regularly so the proper technique comes
naturally. Try to catch the ball with your fingers, rather than trapping it against your body or grabbing it with
your palms. To grab a low pass, however, point your fingers downward with your pinkies touching. Solo
Drills Performing some extra practice on your own can improve your skills and help you earn more playing
time. To work on your hand-eye coordination, grab a tennis ball and stand about 6 to 8 feet in front of a wall.
Throw the ball against the wall and catch it with both hands, then practice catching it one-handed, with both
your right and your left hands. To improve your coordination and your hand strength, hold your hands in front
of your chest and toss a football back and forth between your hands, focusing on catching the ball with your
fingers. Team Drills Most catching drills involve a quarterback throwing to receivers, but you can also work
out your receivers in groups by having them throw short passes to each other. Have around half a dozen
receivers form a circle and throw a football or two to each other. Make the circle wide enough so the players
can throw the ball to the right or left of their fellow receivers, as well as throwing high and low passes.
Alternatively, have all your receivers except one spread out across a yard line, with the other wideout facing
the line, 5 yards away. Give a ball to the solo receiver and to one of the players along the line. The lone
receiver throws the ball to a player in line, while the other player with the ball throws to the single receiver.
Continue the pattern for a few minutes, then have a different player become the lone receiver, until each
wideout has had his turn. Pass Pattern Drills Have your receivers run a variety of pass patterns and practice
catching the ball in a simulated game environment. The drills also help receivers learn the pass routes your
team will use during the season. To do a curl drill, for example, have a receiver run straight ahead for 10 to 12
yards, then cut sharply toward the middle of the field and curl in toward the quarterback. He should continue
moving toward the quarterback until he catches the ball, with his arms outstretched. Or try a sideline drill by
having each receiver run straight for a step or two, then angle toward the sideline. Learn to catch the ball with
both feet in bounds if you have dreams of becoming a professional player.
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2: Catch the Football Every Time: 18 Drills That Make It Easy
Football Catching Drills Clockwork. Purpose: Catch the ball outside your body in a variety of positions.

Game summary[ edit ] After San Francisco forced Dallas to punt on the opening drive, quarterback Joe
Montana completed a yard pass to Charle Young and a yarder to Lenvil Elliott before throwing an 8-yard
touchdown pass to wide receiver Freddie Solomon. But after forcing a Dallas punt, Montana threw a yard
touchdown pass to Clark to retake the lead, 14â€” Dallas responded with an yard drive, including a
controversial pass interference penalty on 49ers defensive back Ronnie Lott which nullified his interception
and gave the Cowboys a yard gain to the San Francisco yard line. Three plays later, running back Tony
Dorsett scored on a 5-yard rushing touchdown to give Dallas a 17â€”14 lead. The 49ers got another chance to
score before halftime when they recovered a fumbled punt on the Dallas But after a yard illegal block penalty
on Clark, Montana lost a fumble while being sacked by Harvey Martin. The Cowboys fared no better as White
was sacked twice on their next drive, once by Jim Stuckey and once by Lawrence Pillers , and the half ended
soon after. In the third quarter, San Francisco got another scoring opportunity when Dwight Hicks returned a
punt 12 yards to midfield. One minute into the fourth quarter, Septien kicked a yard field goal that cut the
scoring difference down to 1 point at 21â€” Things got even better for Dallas when Walls recorded his second
interception from Montana on the next drive at the Cowboys Montana incomplete pass, dropped by Elliott
2nd and 10 from the SF Elliott 6-yard run 3rd and 4 from the SF Montana 6-yard pass to Solomon 1st and 10
from the SF Elliott yard run 1st and 10 from the SF Elliott 7-yard run 2nd and 3 from the SF Offsides
penalty on Cowboys, 5 yards 1st and 10 from the SF Montana 5-yard pass to Earl Cooper 2 minute warning
2nd and 5 from the Dallas Solomon yard run on a WR reverse 1st and 10 from the Dallas Montana yard pass
to Clark 1st and 10 from the Dallas Montana yard pass to Solomon 49ers first timeout, 1: Montana incomplete
pass, intended for Solomon in end zone 2nd and 10 from the Dallas The 49ers lined up in a split backs
formation, with Joe Montana under center. When Montana took the snap, the play, known as Sprint Right
Option, was intended to be a pick-play to set up a quick pass Solomon; earlier in the game, Solomon had
scored a touchdown on that play. As such, the Cowboys were able to cover Solomon perfectly. Lewis chased a
backpedalling Montana toward the sideline, and seemed certain to either send him out of bounds or sack him.
But at the last moment, and after a pump-fake to get 6-foot 9-inch "Too Tall" Jones to jump, Montana threw a
high pass to the back of the end zone that seemed destined to sail out of bounds until 49ers receiver Dwight
Clark made a leaping touchdown grab with his fingertips to tie the game with 51 seconds left. The ensuing
extra point by kicker Ray Wersching gave the 49ers a 28â€”27 lead. Clark finished the game with 8 catches
for yards and 2 touchdowns. The play, remembered in 49er lore as "Change Left Slot â€” Sprint Right Option
[4] " had called for both Clark and the primary receiver, Solomon, to line up on the right. Montana was
supposed to roll to his right and find Solomon. If Solomon was covered, it would be up to Montana to find
Clark. A photograph of the catch by Walter Iooss, Jr. Clark disputes that assertion, claiming that it was a
backup plan that they practiced many times. Montana confirmed that he could not see the end zone through the
defenders, but claims that he knew exactly where Clark would be. The 49ers coach, Bill Walsh , assumed that
it was a throw-away play and immediately began planning for the fourth down until he heard the cheers from
the crowd. However, Clark leaped as high as he could only to get his fingertips on the ball. I heard the crowd
scream. After the ensuing kickoff, Dallas receiver Drew Pearson caught a long pass, but defensive back Eric
Wright made a touchdown-saving horse collar-type tackle then a legal tackle to keep him from scoring. This
play was known as "The Grab". The Super Bowl Champions documentary about the 49ers, said: I feel honored
people are still talking about it, 25 years later. I am honored to be able to be a part of a play that was kind of
the culmination of just this incredible surprise season. I never get tired of talking about it; I never get tired of
seeing it, because I sign pictures and send them to people. I see that catch every day. Touchdown, San
Francisco, by Dwight Clark! He has the ball, Montana rolling out to the right Caught by Dwight Clark!
Dwight Clark has it! The 49ers began the s winning three consecutive NFC West titles â€” , but spent the
remainder of the decade as a losing team. San Francisco went on to win four Super Bowls in the s, and made
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the playoffs eight out of the next ten seasons, making the 49ers a dynasty. Meanwhile, the Cowboys, one of
the most successful NFC teams in the s with five Super Bowl appearances and two wins , never made it back
to the Super Bowl in the s. In the following season, the Cowboys reached their third straight NFC
Championship Game, where they were defeated 31â€”17 by their archrival Washington Redskins. This ended
a remarkable period that saw the Cowboys play in 10 of 13 conference championship games, while starting
quarterback Danny White drew criticism for "not being able to win the big game," which ultimately led to a
quarterback controversy in between White and Gary Hogeboom. After their 31â€”17 loss to the Redskins, the
Cowboys managed to make the playoffs in two of the next three seasons, only to be knocked out in the first
round. They never made it to postseason for the rest of the decade. New England Patriots quarterback Tom
Brady , a Bay Area native who ultimately grew up idolizing Montana on his way to his own successful NFL
career, attended the game as a four-year-old, and aspired to become a Niner. All three "Catch" plays occurred
with under a minute left in the 4th Quarter, and all came on 3rd down with 3 yards to go. The statue features
two life-size figures, Montana with his arms in the air celebrating the touchdown and, 23 yards away, Clark
leaping to make The Catch. In , the NFL ran a series of advertisements promoting the playoffs, using famous
plays as a uniting theme. Clark and Montana re-enacted The Catch in observance of the 25th anniversary of
the play as part of San Francisco alumni day activities at halftime of the Minnesota game November 5, , at
Candlestick Park. The Catch is listed as
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3: How to Catch a Football | PRO TIPS by DICK'S Sporting Goods
Catching the football is a skill that is needed for many positions on the offense and defense. There are some proven
methods that can help a player catch more passes over time. There are some proven methods that can help a player
catch more passes over time.

Catching the Football Like any sport movement, there are steps to take to master a given skill. Coach Butch
Jones Through my years as a collegiate and professional wide receiver, I was exposed to many coaching
techniques. Coach Jones relayed to me as a true freshman at Central Michigan University the three
fundamentals of catching the football. They are as follows: Hand placement Players often drop the ball due to
poor hand placement. This is extremely common among younger athletes as they lack the confidence to extend
the hands away from the body. A ball above the waist line should be caught with the pointer fingers and
thumbs making a triangle; for a ball below the waist line, the palms should be facing up with pinkies together.
A ball over the shoulder should be caught in the same manor as a ball below the waist. Only in extremely
adverse weather condition, should the ball be allowed to hit your pads. Eye concentration How many times
have you seen a skill player run with the ball before he has made the catch leading to a dropped pass? What is
the common denominator in this scenario? Not watching the ball to his hands. No matter where the ball is
thrown, a good receiver is going to watch the ball right to his hands on every single rep. Above the head,
behind you, over your shoulder, at your toes. Follow the ball with your eyes, or you are asking for a drop. A
ball thrown at your feet and behind you may be the difference between a first down or a punt. If you can get
your hands on it, you can catch it. Larry Fitzgerald â€” Fundamentally Sound Every time you drop a football it
will be due to one or more of the above reasons. A smart football player will reflect and determine why he
dropped the ball so he can correct the issue. If a player finds that he drops balls consistently due to poor eye
concentration, for instance, that is clearly one of his weaknesses and more time should be spent performing
drills which enhance this particular skill. You are only as strong as your weakest link. Sadly in the race to have
the fastest 40 time or the best broad jump or vertical jump, being able to consistently catch the football is often
a forgotten trait among wide receivers. Games are never won in a combine setting. Getting open and catching
the football moves the chains and score points. There are three things that my coaches hated the most â€”
turnovers, penalties, and dropped balls!
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4: Wide Receiver Tips for Catching the Football | PRO TIPS by DICK'S Sporting Goods
Catching the Football This video is an introduction to the basic skills necessary to be successful at the position of wide
receiver. In this video Coach Eric Van Tassel and CFL Hall of Fame Legend Terry Vaughn cover catching skills.

Jordan Howard says problems catching the football started in high school Jordan Howard says problems
catching the football started in high school By Bryan Perez July 10, 7: Despite securing 72 percent of his
targets in , his drops came at the worst possible time. Most notably, Howard dropped a potential
game-winning pass with 12 seconds left against the Falcons in Week 1 last year. Hunt ran for 1, yards the
most in the NFL and added yards as a receiver. He caught 53 of his 63 targets. In order to become more
consistent as a receiver Howard first has to fix his technique hand placement which, according to the
third-year runner, is an issue that dates back to high school. And that will make Nagy a very, very happy play
caller. Cohen will be in like to take advantage of that. Akiem Hicks has three TFLs and two sacks. That, plus
the return of Khalil Mack against an offense that got its quarterback sacked 10 times last week, lines up Hicks
for a monster game on Sunday. All the ingredients for a big passing game are there. While Taylor Gabriel and
Anthony Miller! The Bears have loved taking a few deep shots with Robinson early in games this season, so
look out for that on the first couple drives. Three keys and prediction: Lions Three keys and prediction:
Complete passes to open guys. While the Lions are allowing the fourth-fewest passing yards per game in the
NFL Six of the eight quarterbacks to face the Lions have had a passer rating of or higher, including Russell
Wilson, who had a perfect Wilson and Kirk Cousins both completed over 80 percent of their passes against
this defense. And, on top of all this: With starting left guard T. Lang out on Sunday, this should be a good
opportunity for Akiem Hicks and Eddie Goldman to own the interior and make the Lions one-dimensional.
While Matthew Stafford has had success against the Bears in recent years, he was sacked 10 times last week
and forcing him into third-and-longs should allow Khalil Mack and this pass rush to make an impact. Make
plays when it counts. And since he threw four picks against the Jets in Week 1, Stafford has largely been good,
completing Bears 27, Lions
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5: Fundamentals: Catching the Football â€“ Functional Performance Systems (FPS)
Vincent Jackson of the San Diego Chargers gives a few pointers on how to catch a football like a pro.

Check new design of our homepage! How to Catch a Football Follow the instructions given in this article
about catching a football correctly, while running and with one hand. Here, you will get to learn the most basic
and crucial skill in American football. SportsAspire Staff Watching your favorite player catching everything
thrown at him and amicably passing around the football, it is common for you to assume the easiness of the
task. This is not the case though. When it comes to American football, learning to catch a football correctly
becomes important, as it is the most essential skill you need to possess en route becoming a great footballer.
This skill will ensure there is no fumble on your part when a ball is thrown at you, and you are comfortable
with running, passing or dodging players, with the ball in your gasp. The Ultimate Catch Eyes on the Ball It is
important to have a very good hand-eye coordination than having a great eyesight. When the ball is being
thrown at you, fix your eyes on it and focus till you have caught it properly. Ideally, you should be watching
the ball all the way till the end until it falls in your hands. Doing this will reduce your chances of dropping the
ball. Stretch Your Arms As the ball starts coming closer to you, you should stretch your arms in the direction
of the ball. This ensures you hands come in contact with the ball as far away from the body as possible. You
should be careful in extending your arms at the right time, just before the ball comes to you. Do not run with
your arms stretched out. Hand Position The most important aspect while practicing is the hand position. The
correct position is, the palms facing away from the body, all your fingers pointing upwards, and both the
thumbs facing each other. All fingers should be slightly spread out. This hand position should resemble a
triangle, with your palms spread out, and the ball should be caught in between the open space. It is better to
use the fingers instead of the palms for catching the ball, as chances of a fast thrown ball bouncing off your
palms are reduced. Catching Watch the ball closely as it comes to you and grab it by bringing down all your
fingers on it. The ball should have traveled about halfway in the space between your hands. Once you have
caught the ball, tuck it under either of your arms. Always remember to tuck the ball in after you have caught it,
to prevent any fumble. Catching While Running Step 1 It is important that you run ahead of the football and
not behind it, keeping your eyes fixed on it all the while. This will help you get in a good position much before
the ball has arrived, so that you catch it properly. Step 2 Once you feel you are in a decent position to catch,
move your waist a little bit in the direction of the football and turn the upper part of your body towards it. Step
3 Your hand position should be similar to the one discussed above. The triangular position, with the fingers
spread out and thumbs pointing at each other. When the ball comes close enough, extend your arms towards
the ball and try grabbing it around its middle portion, with a hand on each side. Step 4 After catching, tuck it
under one of your arms or against your ribcage and run. Catching With One Hand Step 1 Before learning to do
so with one hand, it is better you learn and practice the two techniques discussed above. This will make it
easier for you, as your hand-eye coordination and ability to keep focus on the ball when in air would have
improved considerably. This makes it easier to learn with a single hand. Step 2 The basics remain same. Keep
an eye on the ball till the last moment. Run ahead of the ball to get in a good position and catch the ball away
from your body. Since you are using only one hand, ensure that it is not lying flat. It should be curved a little,
or else, it increases the chances of a fast ball bouncing off your palm. Step 3 Another important point to bear
in mind is to not stop the traveling ball at once. Follow its path for a bit to slow it down, before grabbing it.
Hold it tight, and tuck it under either of your arms after you have caught it. One thing everyone should
remember is that it takes a lot of practice till you master the trick. Be dedicated while practicing, so that you
are able to catch any ball thrown at you. This will make you an indispensable asset in your team.
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6: Football Catching Workouts | Healthy Living
Another is catching the football and scoring. While blocking is arguably the most important function of a receiver (since
each receiver spends more time in games blocking than catching a football), receivers tend.

Are you tired of sitting on the sidelines while the rest of your teammates get playing time? Is your catching
ability letting you down? What if I told you all those negative feelings could change. Think about it for a
second â€” what would you do if I told you I can transform you from a bench warmer, to a key player of your
team â€” the superstar under those Friday night lights? Six years ago I was in your shoes. It seemed like no
matter how hard I tried I could never quite get a good grip on the passes that were being thrown to me during
practice. No matter how much stronger or bigger I got, catching a football was just not my thing. It was
frustrating and embarrassing. There has to be a way for me to develop the hands I need to catch every pass. I
researched my ass off and watched countless videos of all the greatest skill players doing their thing. I studied
how they caught the ball from beginning to end. I saw how they received the ball into their hands; from first
contact to tuck away. Every aspect of the action shined through. Having a background in fitness I knew that in
order for a skill player to actually have a chance in catching a speeding ball they needed a great deal of grip
strength. Without having a strong enough grip to absorb the impact of the football the ball would easily pass
through the players hands. I also recognized was that every great skill player had the finger dexterity to
purposely create the first contact with the ball using only their finger tips. What this did was create a pocket
for the ball to land in. This is everything that you need to stand out in your team, to stop dropping passes, and
to get the attention of scouts, girls, and your opponents. Someone has to teach you and you have to strengthen
your weak points and practice. You have to realize that: Armed with this information I went out and conducted
my own research. I tried out hundreds of different exercises and drills focusing on these aspects of my
catching game, determined that by the time the season started I would be the best catcher on the team. I was
able to take my catching ability from 0 to real quick. I was ecstatic and amazed that I was able to take my
catching to the next level. Obviously it took hard work and consistency but I was determined to get better and
I did just that. Not only did the system help me, but my friend was with me every step of the way. We helped
each other out and encouraged each other to become better football players. Yes â€” change lives. This could
be the difference between being scouted and not, between catching that game winning throw, or dropping it.
Trust me training your hands will take a toll on your arms. Who wants ache elbows? I got you covered. So in
simple terms increase your grip, increase the weight you can Deadlift, Squat, or Bench. Stop Now And Take
Action! Grab the only system in the market that will help you develop the hands necessary to take your
football game to the next level. Since I started my football career at a late age I never developed the necessary
knowledge and skill to become a great skill player. Truth About How To Catch A Football is the only program
in the market that will develop the hands you need to become a great skill player. My son is 13 is he old
enough to follow your program? The simple answer is YES. How many days a week is the system? The
system consists of four 4 days. How long does each workout take? This day maybe take 30 minutes depending
on how long you want to practice catching the football. Do I need a gym membership to do this system?
ClickBank is the retailer of products on this site.
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7: Jordan Howard says problems catching the football started in high school | NBC Sports Chicago
After catching the ball, you should always secure the ball into your body. This is a good habit to form after every catch.
Practice different scenarios for catching the ball, so that you are ready when the times comes to make a big play.

However, trying to catch the ball during a game is a lot tougher. You will be running at full speed, have pads
and a helmet on, and there will be defenders trying to knock the ball away or tackle you just as you catch the
ball. This type of catch takes concentration, practice, and skill. Watch the Ball The number one thing you must
do when catching the ball is concentrate and watch the ball all the way into your hands. This is easier to say
than do in a game, but can make all the difference. Catch With Your Hands One mistake a lot of receivers
make is to try and catch the ball too close to their body. Catch the ball with your hands. Snatch it out of the air.
If you use your body, the ball is likely to bounce off your pads or body and you will drop it. Be sure to always
catch the ball with your hands in practice, so it becomes a habit. Use Both Hands Although one handed
catches look cool, they are difficult and you should always get two hands on the ball. Not only does this help
you to catch the ball, but if a defender tries to knock the ball free, you are much more likely to hold on to it
with two hands than with one. How to place your hands with the ball above your waist When the ball is above
your waist, you should position your hands such that your thumbs and index fingers are touching see picture.
They should form a triangle. The rest of your hands and fingers should be spread out with your fingers up.
How to place your hands with the ball below your waist When the ball is below your waist, position your
hands with your fingers down and your pinkies touching see picture. This means they use their hands like a
cushion. Sometimes the ball is coming in at a great velocity. If you hold your hands and fingers stiffly, the ball
will bounce off. Tuck the Ball Once you have the ball, tuck it away, preferably on the side away from the
defenders and towards the sideline. The first thing any defender is going to try is to knock the ball out of your
hands. Catch it and secure it quickly.
8: How to Catch a Football
Sports >> Football >> Football Strategy When you are standing still playing catch in your back yard, catching a football
isn't that tough. However, trying to catch the ball during a game is a lot tougher.

9: Catch the Football Every Time: 18 Drills That Make It Easy | STACK
Product Features Grip-Tack palm for enhanced grip when catching and carrying the football.
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